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Impact of COVID-19 on local level
An unprecedented health crisis -> economic crisis -> social crisis

• Cities are the hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandemic

• High economic impact: drop in employment in tourism, 
hospitality, and retail sectors, but increase in demand for ICT 
& health services => skills match at local level is key

• Social impact: rising poverty and inequalities in cities

– ‘New urban poor’: middle-income earners become unemployed, 
freelancers, self-employed, students, undocumented migrants

– Vulnerable groups become more vulnerable: homeless, elderly, 
Roma, people with disabilities, migrants, women and children

=> increasing demand for social services in cities

• Territorial impact: deprived urban areas severely affected 



Policy responses from cities (I) TRENDS

Emergency actions

Mitigation measures
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KEY

1. Emergency actions:

• Extending health care services to test, help and advise residents on 
COVID-19 measures

• Food aid delivery: solidarity food baskets to the elderly, homeless, 
families in need

• Extending shelter capacities for homeless and victims of violence

• Setting up new emergency housing by repurposing public buildings

• Support for home-schooling by supplying digital devices to low-
income families

• Reinforcing outreach and information services for all people, by 
setting up multilingual info points and helplines

• Digitalising most social, healthcare and employment services

3 Recovery strategies

Cities emerge as leaders in 
managing the crisis on the 
frontline by acting fast, 
proactive and innovative:



Policy responses from cities (II) TRENDS

2. Impact mitigation measures:
• financial aid to families in need, SMEs, self-employed and freelancers 

• tax breaks, loan guarantees, improving access to loans for SMEs

• banning evictions and freezing rent payments for tenants in 
municipal and public housing

• creating new jobs through municipal works (e.g. renovation of social 
housing) or through pacts for employment with local businesses

• setting up online training courses for up-skilling and re-skilling and 
matching the new demand and offer of skills on local level

• supporting local production and consumption 

=> local action proved as critical to complement national economic 
measures and cover gaps in national welfare policies



Policy responses from 
cities (III)

3. Recovery strategies: 

An opportunity to ‘build back better’ and reinvent cities:

• Cities are leading the way with local recovery plans that 
balance social, economic and environmental aims: 
• Amsterdam’s ‘doughnut economic model’
• Glasgow’s ‘asset-based approach’ 
• Utrecht's Healthy Urban Living for Everyone 

strategy,
• Vienna's Smart City Framework Strategy, 
• Bristol’s One City Plan etc.

=> Strong focus on social recovery

=> Cities’ role to bring social and green agendas together:
new opportunities with green jobs, digital jobs, renovation 
wave etc.



Eurocities ‘InclusiveCities4All’ 
campaign



Lessons learned so far
1. Solidarity, not austerity, is the key to recovery

• Cities are increasing social investments to protect social 
services, ensure support to the most vulnerable people

• Urban planning focuses on strengthening social cohesion 

• Temporary measures turned into sustainable solutions: 
more cycling paths, housing support, minimum income etc.

2. Putting people first when moving to digital & green economy

• Coupling green investments with social investments

• Strong trend of digitalising social services

3. Cities’ finances are badly hit 

• Cities need support from national and EU level => shaping 
urban recovery & resilience is a shared responsibility



Opportunities at EU level
• Highest EU budget in history was agreed in December 2020

• Challenge: cities’ access to EU funding is indirect, heavily 
relying on national governments’ distribution of EU funds => 
problem of priority setting overlooking specific local needs

• REACT-EU 2021-2023 -> increased flexibility for cohesion funds 
and possibility to continue current EU-funded projects

• Recovery and Resilience Facility -> priorities are set in the 
national recovery and resilience plans, involvement of cities 
depends on national government
• Good practices: Italy and the Netherlands

=> Window of opportunity: cities should engage with the national 
government in setting priorities for the EU-funded recovery plan 
(Jan – Mar, by end April the national plans should be sent to EU)
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